Yukako Shibata, Harvest, 2014, Oil paint on plaster, gesso, polystyrene, 110 x 60 x 8 cm

Hospital Rooms to transform a dementia unit with world class artwork
Participating Artists
Richard Wentworth, Sutapa Biswas, Aimee Parrott, Michael O’Reilly, Tim A Shaw, Yukako Shibata, Sue Dunkley
Hospital Rooms’ latest project will take place at Garnet Ward, a unit for older people with dementia and other
challenges in Highgate Mental Health Centre

Hospital Rooms is delighted to announce a new project that will take place in collaboration with Camden and Islington NHS Foundation
Trust. We will commission world class artists to create a series of dementia friendly, artistic environments for the Garnet Ward in Highgate
Mental Health Centre, which is a 14 bed unit for older people (65+) with dementia and other challenges. Our artists will work in genuine
partnership with mental health professionals, dementia care residents and carers in the design and implementation of this project.
By enabling an intergenerational co-production process between world class artists and the unit community, we hope to empower
residents to meaningfully contribute to the project. Each artist will capitalise on the older residents’ own skills, knowledge and
experiences to guide their work, while also referring to existing research in the area of dementia environments and the King’s Fund EHE
Environmental Assessment Tool. This process will also ensure that all designs and artworks will be entirely fit for purpose (hygiene, safety,
security, durability) for this particular mental healthcare setting.
In addition, the family of celebrated artist Sue Dunkley have donated a piece to Hospital Rooms for display in the Garnet Ward. Dunkley
is in the later stages of dementia and has recently moved to a local care home. She had a solo exhibition at Alison Jacques Gallery in
July 2017, which presented a series of significant drawings and paintings from the 60’s to the 80’s.
We will also programme a series of 6 tailored workshops that complement and illuminate the art that is installed and enable creative
activity on site. These workshops will be designed to be suitable for older people who have dementia or other challenges and we will
accommodate different levels of ability. These workshops can also be attended by carers.
By bringing about creative collaboration with the wider community and facilitating a social environment with rich interactions, this project
has the potential to affect a radical change agenda in the way elder care is viewed and delivered.
The project is funded by Arts Council England, Garfield Weston Foundation and through the generosity of Hospital Rooms’ friends and
supporters. We are also grateful to Colart who have donated high quality artist materials for the project through their brand Liquitex.

Notes to Editors
A series of recent reports resoundingly highlight the benefits of visual
and participatory arts for older people in mental health settings. In
particular, the arts have been shown to (1):
•
•
•
•

Improve alertness, happiness, positive emotional state and
independence
Improve social interaction, verbal and non verbal communication and
improve face name recognition
Decrease fear, anxiety and agitation
Aid bonding between service users and caregivers

1. The validity of the arts as an effective and legitimate contributor to healthcare in older people, delivering
benefits across a wide variety of health priorities, has been corroborated in four major evidence reviews in
recent years that summarise 60 international peer-reviewed research studies. These included Age and
Opportunity, 2006; Cantora-Binkley et al., 2010; Baring Foundation, 2011; Mental Health Foundation 2011.

Hospital Rooms: is a mental health charity that believes in the enduring
power of the arts to instil value, dignity and wellbeing in people. Our
aim is to disrupt the barriers that limit access to art and culture for
people using mental health services. The charity has undertaken
projects at the Snowsfields Adolescent Unit in South London and
Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust, and the Phoenix Unit and Recovery
College at South West London and St George’s Trust with artists such as
Nick Knight, Gavin Turk and Assemble among others.
Hospital Rooms was co-founded by artist Tim A Shaw and curator
Niamh White.
Hospital Rooms Registered Charity Number: 1168101
info@hospital-rooms.com / www.hospital-rooms.com
1 Godley VC House, Bethnal Green, London, E2 0LP

Camden and Islington NHS Foundation Trust: Camden and Islington
NHS Foundation Trust (C&I) provides high quality, safe and innovative
care to our patients in the community, in their homes or in hospital. They
provide services for adults of working age, adults with learning
difficulties, and older people in the London area. They currently deliver
the majority of care to residents in the London Boroughs of Camden
and Islington. However, they also provide substance misuse services in
Westminster, and a substance misuse and psychological therapies
service to people living in Kingston.
The Trust is also a member of University College London Partners
(UCLP), one of the world’s leading academic health science partnerships.
In addition they have specialist programmes which provide help and
treatment for:
• Veterans living in London
• Young people caught in the cycle of gang culture
• Older people suffering from dementia and other age related mental
health conditions

Garfield Weston Foundation: The Garfield Weston Foundation is a
family-founded grant-making trust established in 1958. Since it began
the Foundation has donated over £960 million to charities across the
UK. In the last financial year, the Foundation donated over £60 million.
From small community organisations to large national institutions, the
Foundation supports a broad range of charities and activities that make
a positive impact in the communities in which they work. Over 1,500
charities across the UK benefit each year from the Foundation’s grants.

Arts Council England: ACE champions, develops and invests in artistic
and cultural experiences that enrich people’s lives. They support a range
of activities across the arts, museums and libraries – from theatre to
digital art, reading to dance, music to literature, and crafts to
collections. Great art and culture inspires us, brings us together and
teaches us about ourselves and the world around us. In short, it
makes life better. Between 2010 and 2015, they invested £1.9 billion of
public money from government and an estimated £1.1 billion from the
National Lottery to help create these experiences for as many people as
possible across the country.

Sue Dunkley, The House of Bernada Alba, 1989
This work has been donated by Jane Bodie, the daughter of Sue Dunkley, a celebrated artist who
has dementia. It will be installed at the Garnet Ward as part of this Hospital Rooms project.

Artist Biographies
Richard Wentworth, Sutapa Biswas, Michael O’Reilly,
Aimee Parrott, Tim A Shaw, Yukako Shibata, Sue Dunkley
The artists have already begun work on this project and are each visiting the Garnet
Ward to see the space, meet the community and develop their proposals.

Richard Wentworth, Agora, 2015

Richard Wentworth has played a leading role in New British Sculpture since the end of
the 1970s. His work, encircling the notion of objects and their use as part of our day-today experiences, has altered the traditional definition of sculpture and photography.
His major solo presentations include Bold Tendencies, Peckham, London, UK (2015),
Black Maria with Gruppe, Kings Cross, London, UK (2013), Whitechapel Gallery,
London, UK (2010), 52nd Venice Biennale, Venice, Italy (2009), TATE, Liverpool, UK
(2005), Artangel, London, UK (2002).
Sutapa Biswas works across a range of media encompassing drawing, painting, timebased media (film, video, photography), performance and site-specific works. film and
painting. The curator and critic Guy Brett has observed that her “recent work is a
device for awakening memory, gaining a foothold in the flux of time and conveying an
insight into human lives.” Her solo shows include Douglas F. Cooley Memorial Art
Gallery, Reed College, Portland, Oregon (2006), Angel Row Gallery, Nottingham (2004),
and the Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto (2000). She has shown at numerous group
exhibitions including: From Tarzan To Rambo, Tate Modern, London (2002-2003), The
Unmapped Body: 3 Black British Artists, Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven (1998),
6th Havana Biennale, Cuba (1997), and Melbourne International Arts Festival (2006).
Michael O’Reilly is a scenic painter from the Royal Opera House and a graduate of the
Royal Academy Schools. Alongside his scenic work for the Royal Opera House, he has
also painted scenery for The London Coliseum, Birmingham Royal Ballet, Sadler's Wells
and Wilton's Music Hall, and assisted with a large scale mural created for Chris Ofili's
Weaving Magic exhibition at the National Gallery. Michael is a contemporary painter
and his work typically consists of imaginary, idyllic landscapes, onto which he places
objects and figures of a personal significance. He has had a solo show at Cabin Gallery
London (2015) and group shows at the Strand Gallery, London, UK (2015) and the
Barbican Arts Trust, London, UK (2016) among others.

Sutapa Biswas, Time flies (bird series, 3 works from a
series of 29), 2004

Yukako Shibata, Harvest. 2014

Aimee Parrott’s practice spans painting, drawing, printmaking and sculpture, which
she combines with techniques more traditionally associated with craft to create works
that explore her relationship with time, memory, touch and trace. She is a graduate of
RA Schools and took part in Hospital Rooms’ first project at the Phoenix Unit in
SWLSTG. She has had a solo show with Breese Little, London, UK (2017), a two person
show with Helen Frankenthaler at Pippy Houldsworth, London, UK (2015) and recently
won the Dentons Art Prize (2015).
Yukako Shibata creates sculptural paintings that gradate in complex ways to achieve
colours that have no obvious definition. Hidden painted surfaces slowly reveal
themselves like a glowing aura around each artwork. Her work is in private and public
collections including The Hepworth Wakefield, Doris Lockhart Saatchi and Royal
College of Art Her recent exhibitions include hundreds and thousands, Angus-Hughes,
London, UK (2015), Two Truths, Griffin Gallery, London, UK (2015), Ethereal, MoMo
projects, Tokyo, Japan (2014), Colour Shadow, Light Gallery, London, UK (2013) and
Young Masters Collection, Saatchi, London, UK (2012).

Michael O’Reilly, Quiet Room for Phoenix Unit, 2016

Tim A Shaw is co founder of Hospital Rooms. He is also a widely exhibited artist who
makes installations, light-sculptures, paintings and mixed media assemblages that
explore moments of transition; in-between states of bodies and fleshy masses as they
transform, evolve and heal. He is currently working on a King's College 'Collaborative
Innovation Scheme' which will re-evaluate the theoretical model of Maslow's Hierarchy
of Needs and involve a participatory time-based installation and a salon event. Recent
exhibitions include Refuge at Griffin Gallery, London, UK (2017) and The Pierrot Studio,
Display Gallery, London, UK (2016).
The family of celebrated artist Sue Dunkley has also donated a piece to Hospital
Rooms for display in a dementia care unit. Sue is now in the late stages of dementia
and is unable to continue her artistic practice. She had a solo exhibition of her work at
Alison Jacques in July 2017 which showcased a number of paintings and drawings
dating from the 60s to the 80s.

Aimee Parrott, Meshes of the Afternoon, 2016

New works will be created specifically for Garnet Ward in response to each artists’
experience. Images shown here are of existing works.

Tim A Shaw , The Pierrot Studio, 2016

